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Beyond Words
What Animals Think and Feel
Souvenir Press THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER I wanted to know what they were experiencing, and why to us they feel so compelling, and so close. This time I allowed myself to ask them the question
that for a scientist was forbidden fruit: Who are you? Weaving decades of ﬁeld observations with exciting new discoveries about the brain, Carl Saﬁna's landmark book oﬀers an intimate view of animal
behavior to challenge the ﬁxed boundary between humans and animals. Travelling to the threatened landscape of Kenya to witness struggling elephant families work out how to survive poaching and
drought, then on to Yellowstone National Park to observe wolves sort out the aftermath of one pack's personal tragedy, the book ﬁnally plunges into the astonishingly peaceful society of killer whales living
in the crystalline waters of the Paciﬁc Northwest. Beyond Words brings forth powerful and illuminating insight into the unique personalities of animals through extraordinary stories of animal joy, grief,
jealousy, anger, and love. The similarity between human and nonhuman consciousness, self-awareness and empathy calls us to re-evaluate how we interact with animals. Wise, passionate, and eyeopening at every turn, Beyond Words is ultimately a graceful examination of humanity's place in the world.

Beyond Words: What Elephants and Whales Think and Feel (A Young Reader's
Adaptation)
Roaring Brook Press A young reader’s adaptation of The New York Times bestseller Follow researcher Carl Saﬁna as he treks with a herd of elephants across the Kenyan landscape, then travel with him to
the Paciﬁc Northwest to track and monitor whales in their ocean home. Along the way, ﬁnd out more about the interior lives of these giants of land and sea—how they play, how they ﬁght, and how they
communicate with one another, and sometimes with us, too. Weaving decades of ﬁeld research with exciting new discoveries about the brain and featuring astonishing photographs taken by the author,
Beyond Words: What Elephants and Whales Think and Feel gives readers an intimate and extraordinary look at what makes these animals diﬀerent from us, but more important, what makes us all similar.

Beyond Words: What Wolves and Dogs Think and Feel (A Young Reader's Adaptation)
Roaring Brook Press Eye-opening, wise, and ﬁlled with triumphant and heartbreaking stories about the wolf population at Yellowstone (as well as some personal anecdotes about dogs), Carl Saﬁna's
Beyond Words: What Wolves and Dogs Think and Feel accessibly explores the mysteries of animal thought and behavior for young readers. Weaving decades of ﬁeld research with exciting new discoveries
about the brain, and complete with astonishing photos, Beyond Words oﬀers an extraordinary look at what makes these animals diﬀerent from us, but more importantly, what makes them similar, namely,
their feelings of joy, grief, anger, and love. These similarities between human and nonhuman consciousness and empathy allow the reader to reexamine how we interact with animals as well as how we
see our own place in the world.
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Becoming Wild
How Animals Learn to be Animals
Simon and Schuster Who are we? What do we value? How do we live here? Guided by parents, carers, teachers and siblings, we learn to answer these questions as we grow up. But it’s not just us. Many
animals must learn to answer them too. In Becoming Wild, Carl Saﬁna reveals that culture, long thought exclusive to humankind, is abundant in the animal kingdom. Sperm whales in the Caribbean
communicate through a system of clicks akin to Morse code, announcing which clan they belong to, which family and who they are individually. Among chimpanzees the obsession with male status may
guarantee violence, even war, but they also have many ways to quell tensions. As Saﬁna shows, the better we understand the animals with whom we share this planet, the less diﬀerent from us they
seem.

Song for the Blue Ocean
Encounters Along the World's Coasts and Beneath the Seas
Holt Paperbacks Part odyssey, part pilgrimage, this epic personal narrative follows the author's exploration of coasts, islands, reefs, and the sea's abyssal depths. Scientist and ﬁsherman Carl Saﬁna takes
readers on a global journey of discovery, probing for truth about the world's changing seas, deftly weaving adventure, science, and political analysis.

Chaser
Unlocking the Genius of the Dog Who Knows 1000 Words
Simon and Schuster Chaser has a way with words. She knows over a thousand of them—more than any other animal of any species except humans. In addition to common nouns like house, ball, and tree,
she has memorized the names of more than one thousand toys and can retrieve any of them on command. Based on that learning, she and her owner and trainer, retired psychologist John Pilley, have
moved on to further impressive feats, demonstrating her ability to understand sentences with multiple elements of grammar and to learn new behaviors by imitation. John’s ingenuity and tenacity as a
researcher are as impressive as Chaser’s accomplishments. His groundbreaking approach has opened the door to a new understanding of animal intelligence, one that requires us to reconsider what
actually goes on in a dog’s mind. Chaser’s achievements reveal her use of deductive reasoning and complex problem-solving skills to address novel challenges. Yet astonishingly, Chaser isn’t unique.
John’s training methods can be adopted by any dog lover. Through the poignant story of how he trained Chaser, raised her as a member of the Pilley family, and proved her abilities to the scientiﬁc
community, he reveals the positive impact of incorporating learning into play and more eﬀectively channeling a dog’s natural drives. John’s work with Chaser oﬀers a fresh perspective on what’s possible in
the relationship between a dog and a human. His story points us toward a new way of relating to our canine companions that takes into account our evolving understanding of the way animals and humans
learn.

The Science of Animals
Inside their Secret World
Dorling Kindersley Ltd See the animal kingdom in all its glory, from jellyﬁsh to polar bears, with up-close details of their unique features from head to toe. Filled with magniﬁcent photographs that were
specially commissioned for this book and cannot be seen anywhere else. Written in association with the Natural History Museum. This visual reference book starts with the question "what is an animal?"
and takes you through the animal kingdom - mammals, reptiles, birds, and sea creatures. It uses a unique head to toe approach that showcases in spectacular detail special features such as the ﬂight
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feathers of a parrot, the antenna of a moth, or the tentacles of coral. This visual encyclopedia is ﬁlled with clear and fascinating information on everything about the social lives of animals. Read exciting
stories, like how animals communicate, defend their territories, and attract mates. Learn how evolution has helped wildlife to adapt to their unique environments, whether it is the ability to live in diﬃcult
habitats, adjust to speciﬁc diets or how they work physically. Humans have drawn and painted animals for thousands of years. The Science of Animals has included some of these, such as early rock art
that depicts our awe of the animal kingdom, or natural history artworks such as the ones commissioned by the Mughal Courts in the 1600s. Dramatic Wildlife Photography Spectacular, never seen before,
photographs that will bring you close to many of the world's most captivating and intriguing inhabitants. This book oﬀers an extraordinary introduction to the animal world by taking you through chapters
that details their diversity. Go from head to toe in The Science of Animals: - The animal kingdom - Shape and size - Skeletons - Skins, coats, and armour - Senses - Mouth and jaws - Legs, arms, tentacles,
and tails - Fins, ﬂippers, and paddles - Wings and parachutes - Eggs and oﬀspring

Beyond Words
Talking with Animals and Nature
New World Library In this powerful follow-up to her groundbreaking book, Learning Their Language, Marta Williams presents fascinating stories that explore the connections among humans, nature, and
animals and demonstrates the eﬀective and life-enhancing techniques of intuitive communication.

The View from Lazy Point
A Natural Year in an Unnatural World
Henry Holt and Company An exhilarating journey of natural renewal through a year with MacArthur fellow Carl Saﬁna Beginning in his kayak in his home waters of eastern Long Island, Carl Saﬁna's The
View from Lazy Point takes us through the four seasons to the four points of the compass, from the high Arctic south to Antarctica, across the warm belly of the tropics from the Caribbean to the west
Paciﬁc, then home again. We meet Eskimos whose way of life is melting away, explore a secret global seed vault hidden above the Arctic Circle, investigate dilemmas facing foraging bears and breeding
penguins, and sail to formerly devastated reefs that are resurrecting as ﬁsh graze the corals algae-free. "Each time science tightens a coil in the slack of our understanding," Saﬁna writes, "it elaborates its
fundamental discovery: connection." He shows how problems of the environment drive very real matters of human justice, well-being, and our prospects for peace. In Saﬁna's hands, nature's continuous
renewal points toward our future. His lively stories grant new insights into how our world is changing, and what our response ought to be.

How to Speak Whale
A Voyage into the Future of Animal Communication
Hachette UK What if animals and humans could speak to one another? Tom Mustill—the nature documentarian who went viral when a thirty‑ton humpback whale breached onto his kayak—asks this
question in his thrilling investigation into whale science and animal communication. “When a whale is in the water, it is like an iceberg: you only see a fraction of it and have no conception of its size.” On
September 12, 2015, Tom Mustill was paddling in a two-person kayak with a friend just oﬀ the coast of California. It was cold, but idyllic—until a humpback whale breached, landing on top of them,
releasing the energy equivalent of forty hand grenades. He was certain he was about to die, but they both survived, miraculously unscathed. In the interviews that followed the incident, Mustill was left
with one question: What could this astonishing encounter teach us? Drawing from his experience as a naturalist and wildlife ﬁlmmaker, Mustill started investigating human–whale interactions around the
world when he met two tech entrepreneurs who wanted to use artiﬁcial intelligence (AI)—originally designed to translate human languages—to discover patterns in the conversations of animals and
decode them. As he embarked on a journey into animal eavesdropping technologies, where big data meets big beasts, Mustill discovered that there is a revolution taking place in biology, as the
technologies developed to explore our own languages are turned to nature. From seventeenth-century Dutch inventors, to the whaling industry of the nineteenth century, to the cutting edge of Silicon
Valley, How to Speak Whale examines how scientists and start-ups around the world are decoding animal communications. Whales, with their giant mammalian brains, virtuoso voices, and long, highly
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social lives, oﬀer one of the most realistic opportunities for this to happen. But what would the consequences of such human animal interaction be? We’re about to ﬁnd out.

Voyage of the Turtle
In Pursuit of the Earth's Last Dinosaur
Henry Holt and Company The story of an ancient sea turtle and what its survival says about our future, from the award-winning writer and naturalist Though nature is indiﬀerent to the struggles of her
creatures, the human eﬀect on them is often premeditated. The distressing decline of sea turtles in Paciﬁc waters and their surprising recovery in the Atlantic illuminate what can go both wrong and right
from our interventions, and teach us the lessons that can be applied to restore health to the world's oceans and its creatures. As Voyage of the Turtle, Carl Saﬁna's compelling natural history adventure
makes clear, the fate of the astonishing leatherback turtle, whose ancestry can be traced back 125 million years, is in our hands. Writing with verve and color, Saﬁna describes how he and his colleagues
track giant pelagic turtles across the world's oceans and onto remote beaches of every continent. As scientists apply lessons learned in the Atlantic and Caribbean to other endangered seas, Saﬁna follows
leatherback migrations, including a thrilling journey from Monterey, California, to nesting grounds on the most remote beaches of Papua, New Guinea. The only surviving species of its genus, family, and
suborder, the leatherback is an evolutionary marvel: a "reptile" that behaves like a warm-blooded dinosaur, an ocean animal able to withstand colder water than most ﬁshes and dive deeper than any
whale. In his peerless prose, Saﬁna captures the delicate interaction between these gentle giants and the humans who are ﬁnally playing a signiﬁcant role in their survival. "Magniﬁcent . . . A joyful,
hopeful book. Saﬁna gives us ample reasons to be enthralled by this astonishing ancient animal—and ample reasons to care." -- The Los Angeles Times

Animal Farm
Faber & Faber All animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others. It's just an ordinary farm - until the animals revolt. They get rid of the irresponsible farmer. The other animals are sure
that life is improving, but as systems are replaced and half-truths are retold, a new hierarchy emerges . . . Orwell's tale of propaganda, power and greed has never felt more pertinent. With an exciting new
cover and inside illustrations by superstar Chris Mould.

Elephants on the Edge
What Animals Teach Us about Humanity
Yale University Press “At times sad and at times heartwarming . . . Helps us to understand not only elephants, but all animals, including ourselves” (Peter Singer, author of Animal Liberation). Drawing on
accounts from India to Africa and California to Tennessee, and on research in neuroscience, psychology, and animal behavior, G. A. Bradshaw explores the minds, emotions, and lives of elephants. Wars,
starvation, mass culls, poaching, and habitat loss have reduced elephant numbers from more than ten million to a few hundred thousand, leaving orphans bereft of the elders who would normally mentor
them. As a consequence, traumatized elephants have become aggressive against people, other animals, and even one another; their behavior is comparable to that of humans who have experienced
genocide, other types of violence, and social collapse. By exploring the elephant mind and experience in the wild and in captivity, Bradshaw bears witness to the breakdown of ancient elephant cultures.
But, she reminds us, all is not lost. People are working to save elephants by rescuing orphaned infants and rehabilitating adult zoo and circus elephants, using the same principles psychologists apply in
treating humans who have survived trauma. Bradshaw urges us to support these and other models of elephant recovery and to solve pressing social and environmental crises aﬀecting all
animals—humans included. “This book opens the door into the soul of the elephant. It will really make you think about our relationship with other animals.” —Temple Grandin, author of Animals in
Translation

Voices in the Ocean
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A Journey into the Wild and Haunting World of Dolphins
Simon and Schuster Humans and dolphins have a unique bond. We know that dolphins are highly intelligent, intensely sociable beings who recognize their own reﬂections, introduce themselves by name,
form close friendships, communicate constantly, feel despondent, rescue one another (and humans), deduce, infer, throw tantrums, gossip, joke, and scheme. Many who have swum with them describe the
experience as life-changing. They are heralded as magical creatures, and yet we force them into starring roles at theme parks, trade them on the black market and put them to slaughter. Voices in the
Ocean is at once a celebration of these beloved animals and a devastating chronicle of the damage wrought when human and dolphin worlds meet. Through Casey’s illuminating portrayal of these
beguiling creatures we encounter the best and worst of ourselves.

Eye of the Albatross
Visions of Hope and Survival
Macmillan Eye of the Albatross takes us soaring to locales where whales, sea turtles, penguins, and shearwaters ﬂourish in their own quotidian rhythms.

The Age of the Horse
An Equine Journey Through Human History
Open Road + Grove/Atlantic A “superb” account of the enduring connection between humans and horses—“Full of the sort of details that get edited out of more traditional histories” (The Economist). Fiftysix million years ago, the earliest equid walked the earth—and beginning with the ﬁrst-known horse-keepers of the Copper Age, the horse has played an integral part in human history. It has sustained us
as a source of food, an industrial and agricultural machine, a comrade in arms, a symbol of wealth, power, and the wild. Combining fascinating anthropological detail and incisive personal anecdote,
equestrian expert Susanna Forrest draws from an immense range of archival documents as well as literature and art to illustrate how our evolution has coincided with that of horses. In paintings and
poems (such as Byron’s famous “Mazeppa”), in theater and classical music (including works by Liszt and Tchaikovsky), representations of the horse have changed over centuries, portraying the crucial
impact that we’ve had on each other. Forrest combines this history with her own experience in the ﬁeld, and travels the world to oﬀer a comprehensive look at the horse in our lives today: from Mongolia
where she observes the endangered takhi, to a show-horse performance at the Palace of Versailles; from a polo club in Beijing to Arlington, Virginia, where veterans with PTSD are rehabilitated through
interaction with horses. “For the horse-addicted, a book can get no better than this . . . original, cerebral and from the heart.” —The Times (London)

Animal Wise
The Thoughts and Emotions of Our Fellow Creatures
Crown Pub Looks at the interactions that have occurred between scientists and animal subjects and explains what is being discovered about how and what animals think and feel and the ethical questions
that these new ﬁndings are raising.

The Summer Isles
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A Voyage of the Imagination
Granta Books What separates your mind from the mind of an animal? Maybe you think it's your ability to design tools, your sense of self, or your grasp of past and future - all traits that have helped us
deﬁne ourselves as the pre-eminent species on Earth. But in recent decades, claims of human superiority have been eroded by a revolution in the study of animal cognition. Take the way octopuses use
coconut shells as tools, or how elephants can classify humans by age, gender, and language. Take Ayumu, the young male chimpanzee at Kyoto University who demonstrates his species' exceptional
photographic memory. Based on research on a range of animals, including crows, dolphins, parrots, sheep, wasps, bats, whales, and, of course, chimpanzees and bonobos, Frans de Waal explores the
scope and depth of animal intelligence, revealing how we have grossly underestimated non-human brains. He overturns the view of animals as stimulus-response beings and opens our eyes to their
complex and intricate minds. With astonishing stories of animal cognition, Are We Smart Enough to Know How Smart Animals Are? challenges everything you thought you knew about animal - and human intelligence.

Wild Minds
What Animals Really Think
Macmillan A psychology professor journeys inside the minds of diﬀerent species of animals to discover how animals think, drawing on the latest research into evolutionary theory and cognitive science to
examine the intellectual, emotional, and behavioral life of animals. Reprint. 15,000 ﬁrst printing.

Wild Justice
The Moral Lives of Animals
University of Chicago Press Scientists have long counseled against interpreting animal behavior in terms of human emotions, warning that such anthropomorphizing limits our ability to understand animals
as they really are. Yet what are we to make of a female gorilla in a German zoo who spent days mourning the death of her baby? Or a wild female elephant who cared for a younger one after she was
injured by a rambunctious teenage male? Or a rat who refused to push a lever for food when he saw that doing so caused another rat to be shocked? Aren’t these clear signs that animals have
recognizable emotions and moral intelligence? With Wild Justice Marc Bekoﬀ and Jessica Pierce unequivocally answer yes. Marrying years of behavioral and cognitive research with compelling and moving
anecdotes, Bekoﬀ and Pierce reveal that animals exhibit a broad repertoire of moral behaviors, including fairness, empathy, trust, and reciprocity. Underlying these behaviors is a complex and nuanced
range of emotions, backed by a high degree of intelligence and surprising behavioral ﬂexibility. Animals, in short, are incredibly adept social beings, relying on rules of conduct to navigate intricate social
networks that are essential to their survival. Ultimately, Bekoﬀ and Pierce draw the astonishing conclusion that there is no moral gap between humans and other species: morality is an evolved trait that
we unquestionably share with other social mammals. Sure to be controversial, Wild Justice oﬀers not just cutting-edge science, but a provocative call to rethink our relationship with—and our
responsibilities toward—our fellow animals.

That's Why We Don't Eat Animals
A Book About Vegans, Vegetarians, and All Living Things
North Atlantic Books That’s Why We Don’t Eat Animals uses colorful artwork and lively text to introduce vegetarianism and veganism to early readers (ages six to ten). Written and illustrated by Ruby Roth,
the book features an endearing animal cast of pigs, turkeys, cows, quail, turtles, and dolphins. These creatures are shown in both their natural state—rooting around, bonding, nuzzling, cuddling, grooming
one another, and charming each other with their family instincts and rituals—and in the terrible conditions of the factory farm. The book also describes the negative eﬀects eating meat has on the
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environment. A separate section entitled “What Else Can We Do?” suggests ways children can learn more about the vegetarian and vegan lifestyles, such as:“Celebrate Thanksgiving with a vegan feast” or
“Buy clothes, shoes, belts, and bags that are not made from leather or other animal skins or fur.” This compassionate, informative book oﬀers both an entertaining read and a resource to inspire parents
and children to talk about a timely, increasingly important subject. That's Why We Don't Eat Animals oﬃcial website: http://wedonteatanimals.com/

Personalities on the Plate
The Lives and Minds of Animals We Eat
University of Chicago Press Human attitudes towards other species are inevitably complex. We love the dog and eat the pig, or, we love the bison and eat the bison. Who exactly are these fellow
creatures? The newest science from anthropology, psychology, and zoology can help us ﬁgure out some answers to that question by showing us how the animals we eat-- for some the octopus or the
chimpanzee, for many others the chicken and the goatthink, feel, and act as distinct individual beings. Who are we eating? In this insightful exploration of the animals that humans consume, Barbara King
does not tell us what or whom we should be eating, but rather she invites us to a smorgasbord of thought and reﬂection on the sentience and behaviors of the consumed. By getting to know these animals
better, we can begin to taste the diﬀerent ways they experience the world with awareness and intention, and it brings greater connection between us and those animals than we encounter in shrinkwrapped grocery-store products. This book shows us how valuable it is to understand who we eat, no matter how varied that consumption is. From octopi to crickets to chimpanzees, the animals we
consume deserve a better appreciation from all who encounter them in a culinary experience, and there is no host of this scientiﬁc and behavioral feast than Barbara King. "

When Animals Rescue
Amazing True Stories about Heroic and Helpful Creatures
Simon and Schuster A Collection of True Tales of Animal Empathy and Altruism that will Inspire Us to Reﬂect on Our Own Human Nature What do stories about humpback whales protecting a biologist from
a shark, a pride of lions rescuing a girl from kidnappers, gorillas working together to dismantle poacher snares, a parrot warding oﬀ an attacker in a park, a chimpanzee consoling a human, and an
elephant trying to rescue a baby rhino tell us about animal nature? And what might they suggest about our very own human nature? Until just a few decades ago, there were only a few animals reported to
behave empathetically and altruistically. More recently, the list of species who have been observed behaving in compassionate, helpful, and caring ways has grown exponentially, ranging from rats to
elephants. Rescued by a Whale presents dozens of astonishing and heart-warming stories about animals, such as chickens, horses, dolphins, and wolves, who engage in acts of helpful kindness. During a
time in history when studies show that human empathy is decreasing, our knowledge about animal empathy is increasing. These true tales of heroism, kindness, and compassion suggest that we have far
more in common with other animals than we once believed and provocatively suggest that what’s best about our human natures just might be our animal natures.

Bleating Hearts
The Hidden World of Animal Suﬀering
John Hunt Publishing Comprehensive and hard-hitting, Bleating Hearts examines the world’s vast exploitation of animals, from the food, fashion, and research industries to the use of other species for
sport, war, entertainment, religion, labor and pleasure.

On the Origin of the Species and The Voyage of the Beagle
Graphic Arts Books From 1831-1836 Charles Darwin embarked on a journey aboard the H.M.S. Beagle that eventually led to him to the famous conclusions he drew in Origins of Species by Means of
Natural Selection. As the ship’s naturalist, he made exhaustive observations of the geology and natural history of the region and collected numerous samples. The Voyage of the Beagle is an account of his
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activities as well as of his hypotheses on certain scientiﬁc phenomena. On the Origin of Species revolutionized natural science. It introduces the concepts of adaptation and natural selection, and explores
the topic of evolution, which altered our understanding of the world.

Allowed to Grow Old
Portraits of Elderly Animals from Farm Sanctuaries
University of Chicago Press There’s nothing quite like a relationship with an aged pet—a dog or cat who has been at our side for years, forming an ineﬀable bond. Pampered pets, however, are a rarity
among animals who have been domesticated. Farm animals, for example, are usually slaughtered before their ﬁrst birthday. We never stop to think about it, but the typical images we see of cows,
chickens, pigs, and the like are of young animals. What would we see if they were allowed to grow old? Isa Leshko shows us, brilliantly, with this collection of portraits. To create these portraits, she spent
hours with her subjects, gaining their trust and putting them at ease. The resulting images reveal the unique personality of each animal. It’s impossible to look away from the animals in these images as
they unforgettably meet our gaze, simultaneously calm and challenging. In these photographs we see the cumulative eﬀects of the hardships of industrialized farm life, but also the healing that time can
bring, and the dignity that can emerge when farm animals are allowed to age on their own terms. Each portrait is accompanied by a brief biographical note about its subject, and the book is rounded out
with essays that explore the history of animal photography, the place of beauty in activist art, and much more. Open this book to any page. Meet Teresa, a thirteen-year-old Yorkshire Pig, or Melvin, an
eleven-year-old Angora Goat, or Tom, a seven-year-old Broad Breasted White Turkey. You’ll never forget them.

The Things that Nobody Knows
501 Mysteries of Life, the Universe and Everything
Atlantic Books Ltd HERE ARE MANY, MANY THINGS THAT NOBODY KNOWS . . . Why are so many giraﬀes gay? Has human evolution stopped? Where did our alphabet come from? Can robots become selfaware? Can lobsters recognize other lobsters by sight? What goes on inside a black hole? Are cell phones bad for us? Why can't we remember anything from our earliest years? Full of the mysteries of life,
the universe and everything, The Things that Nobody Knows is a fascinating and unputdownable exploration of the limits of human knowledge of our planet, its history and culture, and the universe
beyond.

Our Wild Calling
How Connecting with Animals Can Transform Our Lives—and Save Theirs
Algonquin Books “A book that oﬀers hope.” —The New York Times Book Review “A wondrous tapestry.” —Carl Saﬁna, author of Beyond Words: What Animals Think and Feel Audubon Medal winner Richard
Louv’s landmark book Last Child in the Woods inspired an international movement to connect children and nature. Now he redeﬁnes the future of human-animal coexistence. In Our Wild Calling, Louv
interviews researchers, theologians, wildlife experts, indigenous healers, psychologists, and others to show how people are connecting with animals in ancient and new ways, and how this serves as an
antidote to the growing epidemic of human loneliness; how dogs can teach children ethical behavior; how animal-assisted therapy may yet transform the mental health ﬁeld; and what role the humananimal relationship plays in our spiritual health. He reports on wildlife relocation and on how the growing populations of wild species in urban areas are blurring the lines between domestic and wild
animals. Our Wild Calling makes the case for protecting, promoting, and creating a sustainable and shared habitat for all creatures—not out of fear, but out of love. Includes a new interview with the
author, discussion questions, and a resource guide.
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The Eye of the Sandpiper
Stories from the Living World
Cornell University Press In The Eye of the Sandpiper, Brandon Keim pairs cutting-edge science with a deep love of nature, conveying his insights in prose that is both accessible and beautiful. In an elegant,
thoughtful tour of nature in the twenty-ﬁrst century, Keim continues in the tradition of Lewis Thomas, Stephen Jay Gould, and David Quammen, reporting from the frontiers of science while celebrating the
natural world’s wonders and posing new questions about our relationship to the rest of life on Earth. The stories in The Eye of the Sandpiper are arranged in four thematic sections. Each addresses nature
through a diﬀerent lens. The ﬁrst is evolutionary and ecological dynamics, from how patterns form on butterﬂy wings to the ecological importance of oft-reviled lampreys. The second section explores the
inner lives of animals, which science has only recently embraced: empathy in rats, emotions in honeybees, spirituality in chimpanzees. The third section contains stories of people acting on insights both
ecological and ethological: nourishing blighted rivers, but also caring for injured pigeons at a hospital for wild birds and demanding legal rights for primates. The fourth section unites ecology and ethology
in discussions of ethics: how we should think about and behave toward nature, and the place of wildness in a world in which space for wilderness is shrinking. By appreciating the nonhuman world more
fully, Keim writes, "I hope people will also act in ways that nourish rather than impoverish its life—which is, ultimately, the problem that needs to be solved at this Anthropocene moment, with a sixth mass
extinction looming, once-common animals becoming rare, and Earth straining to support 7.5 billion people. The solution will come from a love of nature rather than chastisement or lamentation."

The Cultural Lives of Whales and Dolphins
University of Chicago Press Drawing on their own research as well as scientiﬁc literature including evolutionary biology, animal behavior, ecology, anthropology, psychology and neuroscience, two
cetacean biologists submerge themselves in the unique environment in which whales and dolphins live.

A Sea in Flames
The Deepwater Horizon Oil Blowout
Crown Carl Saﬁna has been hailed as one of the top 100 conservations of the 20th century (Audubon Magazine) and A Sea in Flames is his blistering account of the months-long manmade disaster that
tormented a region and mesmerized the nation. Traveling across the Gulf to make sense of an ever-changing story and its often-nonsensical twists, Saﬁna expertly deconstructs the series of calamitous
misjudgments that caused the Deepwater Horizon blowout, zeroes in on BP’s misstatements, evasions, and denials, reassesses his own reaction to the government’s crisis handling, and reviews the
consequences of the leak—and what he considers the real problems, which the press largely overlooked. Saﬁna takes us deep inside the faulty thinking that caused the lethal explosion. We join him on
aerial surveys across an oil-coated sea. We confront pelicans and other wildlife whose blue universe fades to black. Saﬁna skewers the excuses and the silly jargon—like “junk shot” and “top kill”—that
made the tragedy feel like a comedy of horrors—and highlighted Big Oil’s appalling lack of preparedness for an event that was inevitable. Based on extensive research and interviews with ﬁshermen,
coastal residents, biologists, and government oﬃcials, A Sea In Flames has some surprising answers on whether it was “Obama’s Katrina,” whether the Coast Guard was as inept in its response as BP was
misleading, and whether this worst unintended release of oil in history was really America’s worst ecological disaster. Impassioned, moving, and even sharply funny, A Sea in Flames is ultimately an
indictment of America’s main addiction. Saﬁna writes: “In the end, this is a chronicle of a summer of pain—and hope. Hope that the full potential of this catastrophe would not materialize, hope that the
harm done would heal faster than feared, and hope that even if we didn’t suﬀer the absolutely worst—we’d still learn the big lesson here. We may have gotten two out of three. That’s not good enough.
Because: there’ll be a next time.”

The Lemon Orchard
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A Novel
Penguin From bestselling author Luanne Rice—a captivating and sexy novel of love, both enduring and unexpected Year after year, Luanne Rice’s fans eagerly await her next book. Their enthusiasm is
soon to be rewarded with The Lemon Orchard, Rice’s romantic new love story between two people from seemingly diﬀerent worlds. In the ﬁve years since Julia last visited her aunt and uncle’s home in
Malibu, her life has been turned upside down by her daughter’s death. She expects to ﬁnd nothing more than peace and solitude as she house-sits with only her dog, Bonnie, for company. But she ﬁnds
herself drawn to the handsome man who oversees the lemon orchard. Roberto expertly tends the trees, using the money to support his extended Mexican family. What connection could these two people
share? The answer comes as Roberto reveals the heartbreaking story of his own loss—a pain Julia knows all too well, but for one striking diﬀerence: Roberto’s daughter was lost but never found. And
despite the odds he cannot bear to give up hope. Set in the sea and citrus-scented air of the breathtaking Santa Monica Mountains, The Lemon Orchard is an aﬃrming story about the redemptive power of
compassion and the kind of love that seems to ﬁnd us when we need it most.

Animal Internet
Nature and the Digital Revolution
New Vessel Press "Animal Internet is a most important book. This excellent work could be a strong catalyst for people to rewild, to reconnect and become re-enchanted with all sorts of mysterious and
fascinating animals, both local and distant. By shrinking the world it will bring humans and other animals together in a multitude of ways that only a few years ago were unimaginable." —Marc Bekoﬀ,
University of Colorado, author of Rewilding Our Hearts: Building Pathways of Compassion and Coexistence "An original book that goes against the trend to stubbornly keep nature and technology divided
from one another."—Der Spiegel "Animal Internet is one of the most interesting books that I've read in recent years."—Bavarian Radio "What Pschera describes sounds futuristic but it's already widespread
reality . . . Pschera's book is not just popular science: he describes not only the status quo, but also thinks about an ongoing transformation."—Wired.de Some ﬁfty thousand creatures around the
globe—including whales, leopards, ﬂamingoes, bats, and snails—are being equipped with digital tracking devices. The data gathered and studied by major scientiﬁc institutes about their behavior will warn
us about tsunamis, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, but also radically transform our relationship to the natural world. With a broad cultural and historical perspective, this book examines human ties
with animals, from domestic pets to the soaring popularity of bird watching and kitten images on the web. Will millennia of exploration soon be reduced to experiencing wilderness via smartphone?
Contrary to pessimistic fears, author Alexander Pschera sees the Internet as creating a historic opportunity for a new dialogue between man and nature. Foreword by Martin Wikelski, Director, Max Planck
Institute for Ornithology Alexander Pschera, born in 1964, has published several books on the internet and media. He studied German, music, and philosophy at Heidelberg University. He lives near Munich
where he writes for the German magazine Cicero as well as for German radio.

The Reign of Wolf 21
The Saga of Yellowstone's Legendary Druid Pack
Greystone Books Ltd “A redemption story, an adventure story, and perhaps above all, a love story.”—Nate Blakeslee, New York Times-bestselling author of American Wolf The Druid Peak Pack was the
most famous wolf pack in Yellowstone National Park, and maybe even in the world. This is the dramatic true story of its remarkable leader, Wolf 21—whose compassion and loyalty challenges commonly
held beliefs about alpha males. In this compelling follow-up to the national bestseller The Rise of Wolf 8, Rick McIntyre proﬁles one of Yellowstone’s most revered alpha males, Wolf 21. Leader of the Druid
Peak Pack, Wolf 21 was known for his unwavering bravery, his unusual benevolence (unlike other alphas, he never killed defeated rival males), and his ﬁerce commitment to his mate, the formidable Wolf
42. Wolf 21 and Wolf 42 were attracted to each other the moment they met—but Wolf 42’s jealous sister interfered viciously in their relationship. After an explosive insurrection within the pack, the two
wolves came together at last as leaders of the Druid Peak Pack, which dominated the park for more than 10 years. McIntyre recounts the pack’s fascinating saga with compassion and a keen eye for detail,
drawing on his many years of experience observing Yellowstone wolves in the wild. His outstanding work of science writing oﬀers unparalleled insight into wolf behavior and Yellowstone’s famed wolf
reintroduction project. It also oﬀers a love story for the ages. “Like Thomas McNamee, David Mech, Barry Lopez, and other literary naturalists with an interest in wolf behavior, McIntyre writes with both
elegance and ﬂair, making complex biology and ethology a pleasure to read. Fans of wild wolves will eat this one up.”—Kirkus starred review
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Buddhism for Pet Lovers
Supporting Our Closest Companions Through Life and Death
Bestselling meditation author David Michie explores the deep bond we have with our pets. With insights from Buddhism and modern science, and including true stories from around the world, he shows
how we can provide practical support to our pets both in daily life and when they are dying.

Second Nature
The Inner Lives of Animals
St. Martin's Press For centuries we believed that humans were the only ones that mattered. The idea that animals had feelings was either dismissed or considered heresy. Today, that's all changing. New
scientiﬁc studies of animal behavior reveal perceptions, intelligences, awareness and social skills that would have been deemed fantasy a generation ago. The implications make our troubled relationship
to animals one of the most pressing moral issues of our time. Jonathan Balcombe, animal behaviorist and author of the critically acclaimed Pleasurable Kingdom, draws on the latest research, observational
studies and personal anecdotes to reveal the full gamut of animal experience—from emotions, to problem solving, to moral judgment. Balcombe challenges the widely held idea that nature is red in tooth
and claw, highlighting animal traits we have disregarded until now: their nuanced understanding of social dynamics, their consideration for others, and their strong tendency to avoid violent conﬂict. Did
you know that dogs recognize unfairness and that rats practice random acts of kindness? Did you know that chimpanzees can trounce humans in short-term memory games? Or that ﬁshes distinguish good
guys from cheaters, and that birds are susceptible to mood swings such as depression and optimism? With vivid stories and entertaining anecdotes, Balcombe gives the human pedestal a strong shake
while opening the door into the inner lives of the animals themselves.

Goodnight Dear One
Jack Walker Press Read your dear one a bedtime story, and ﬁll the room with a world of love. The tall giraﬀe's wishes for sweet dreams drift in the breezes above the African plains. The ﬁshes send their
good night words of comfort from deep in the water. The lovely moths brush at the window as they oﬀer their evening wishes. All around the world, animals say goodnight with caring words of comfort. The
family ﬁlls the home with love for the sleeping dear one. This is bedtime reading for a bonding, calming, and loving bedtime ritual. Bedtime reading for your baby, toddler, or young one.

Citizen Scientist
Searching for Heroes and Hope in an Age of Extinction
The Experiment A San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the Year: “Intelligent and impassioned, Citizen Scientist is essential reading for anyone interested in the natural world.” A Nautilus Award Winner in
Ecology and Environment Award-winning writer Mary Ellen Hannibal has long reported on scientists’ eﬀorts to protect vanishing species. But it was only through citizen science that she found she could
take action herself. As she wades into tide pools, spots hawks, and scours mountains, she discovers the power of the heroic volunteers who are helping scientists measure—and even slow—today’s
unprecedented mass extinction. Citizen science may be the future of large-scale ﬁeld research—and “might be our last, best hope for solving myriad environmental predicaments” (Library Journal). our
planet’s last, best hope. “Inspired by the likes of marine biologist Ed Ricketts, [Hannibal] records starﬁsh die-oﬀs, meets the geeks who track deforestation, and plans a web-based supercommunity of
citizen scientists to counter what many are calling the sixth great extinction. A cogent call to action.” —Nature “Hannibal’s use of details verges on the sublime.” —East Hampton Star “[A] celebration of
nonexperts’ contributions to science.” —Scientiﬁc American
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Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas
A Savage Journey to the Heart of the American Dream
Vintage 50th Anniversary Edition • With an introduction by Caity Weaver, acclaimed New York Times journalist This cult classic of gonzo journalism is the best chronicle of drug-soaked, addle-brained,
rollicking good times ever committed to the printed page. It is also the tale of a long weekend road trip that has gone down in the annals of American pop culture as one of the strangest journeys ever
undertaken. Also a major motion picture directed by Terry Gilliam, starring Johnny Depp and Benicio del Toro.

A Discovery of Witches
Now a major TV series (All Souls 1)
Hachette UK Now a major Sky original production - Season 2 streaming now THE NUMBER ONE INTERNATIONAL AND SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER. A Discovery of Witches is the ﬁrst in the must-read ALL
SOULS trilogy. It begins with absence and desire. It begins with blood and fear. It begins with a discovery of witches. Fall under the spell of Diana and Matthew in the stunning ﬁrst volume of the No.1
internationally bestselling ALL SOULS trilogy. A world of witches, daemons and vampires. A manuscript which holds the secrets of their past and the key to their future. Diana and Matthew - the forbidden
love at the heart of it. When historian Diana Bishop opens an alchemical manuscript in the Bodleian Library, it's an unwelcome intrusion of magic into her carefully ordered life. Though Diana is a witch of
impeccable lineage, the violent death of her parents while she was still a child convinced her that human fear is more potent than any witchcraft. Now Diana has unwittingly exposed herself to a world
she's kept at bay for years; one of powerful witches, creative, destructive daemons and long-lived vampires. Sensing the signiﬁcance of Diana's discovery, the creatures gather in Oxford, among them the
enigmatic Matthew Clairmont, a vampire geneticist. Diana is inexplicably drawn to Matthew and, in a shadowy world of half-truths and old enmities, ties herself to him without fully understanding the
ancient line they are crossing. As they begin to unlock the secrets of the manuscript and their feelings for each other deepen, so the fragile balance of peace unravels... Five reasons to read A Discovery of
Witches and the All Souls Trilogy 'Rich, thrilling ... A captivating and romantic ripping yarn' E L James 'Intelligent and oﬀ-the-wall ... irrestistible to Twilight fans' Sunday Times 'I could lose myself in here
and never want to come out ... Utterly enchanting on every level' Manda Scott 'Exciting amounts of spells, kisses and battles, and is recounted with enchanting, page-turning panache' Marie Claire 'A
bubbling cauldron of illicit desire ... an assured saga that blends romance with fantasy' Daily Mail
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